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INTRODUCTION
Stratham Bryce International is a specialist Management Consultancy company providing
expert skills in Sales & Service Excellence and Transformation, encompassing a full suite
of expert Consultancy Services.
Our client base fall into 3 broad categories (or combinations thereof)
1. Clients requiring a specific customised intervention and/or coaching to address a
very specific need at a specific point in time
2. Clients requiring an entire Sales and/or Service Transformation
3. Clients requiring a custom designed ‘in-house’ Academy (typically PostTransformation) for sustainability and the ongoing development of Sales, Service
and Management Excellence
What makes us substantially different is that we place our fee at risk based on your
perception of our contribution and success. Our South African entity is a Level 2 B-BBEE
company with 51% black woman ownership.
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SALES AND / OR SERVICE
TRANSFORMATION
The Stratham Bryce Sales Transformation initiative is driven by our 4 Ps of
Transformation:
1. Planning
2. Process
3. People
4. Platform

These 4Ps address our 2 primary focus areas, namely:
1. Sales Excellence: Developing and establishing a Sales Culture and building an
effective & competent Sales & Sales Management Organisation
2. Service Excellence: Developing and establishing a Service Culture and building a
‘Customer Centric’ service organisation to sustain sales excellence –

‘Culture Eats Strategy for Breakfast’
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CONTENT OF THE 4 Ps OF TRANSFORMATION:

1. PLANNING

This is the process of taking the already agreed company strategy as the defined input to
produce a detailed Sales Operating Plan, designed to deliver the sales objectives of the
organisation. Stratham Bryce will facilitate and manage the development of the ‘Sales
Operating Plan’, where the output will be the formally agreed and documented plan. The
following examples illustrate the key issues that are addressed and debated in the
formulation of the plan, down to a detailed level:
⎯ What are the defined revenue streams and their respective targets?
⎯ How will the 4th Industrial Revolution impact on these and what are the plans to
exploit the opportunities that may emerge (our workshop commences with a 1-hour
orientation of the 4th Industrial Revolution and why a digitalisation strategy is
important plus the fundamental principles required to formulate it).
⎯ How is the top line tracked by stream and trends monitored?
⎯ What do we sell, for how much, to whom?
⎯ How is it packaged, structured and executed formally?
⎯ What don’t we offer?
⎯ What resources do we have vs what we need to meet our objective?
⎯ How should we be structured, direct/indirect, organised geographically, by product
or by industry/customer?
⎯ Where will these resources come from, by when, or must we re-evaluate our focus?
⎯ Can we define our market?
⎯ Who are the individuals (ideally by name or at least by focus area) and what are
their revenue measurements and agreed to time-lines and outputs required?
⎯ is each individual salesperson and his/her manager targeted (measured) to deliver
the desired outcomes?
⎯ What are the ‘back on track’ strategies and cadences?
⎯ How will they execute and achieve their revenue generating objectives?
⎯ What are the profiles of these individuals?
⎯ How are they supported, by whom?
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Pre-work documentation is required to be completed by the customer, prior to
commencement of the planning and development exercise, involving all key members of
the Exco team. Operating Plans for individual business units are developed separately
when defined as different (discreet) entities. Roles and responsibilities are defined, and a
‘stake in the ground’ is established. The documented plan becomes a working document,
containing amongst other things, defined individual targets (or a firm action plan to arrive
at this point in the short term). Resources (or the lack thereof) are clearly defined, with
appropriate actions in place to rectify out of line situations. Job Profiles are provided for the
following 7 critical sales and sales support disciplines (the ‘Super 7’), to enable the correct
structures to emerge from the workshop with their high-level target estimates.
⎯ Sales Consultants (Representatives)
⎯ Channel Sales Consultants
⎯ BDMs (Business Development Managers)
⎯ Account Managers
⎯ Channel Managers
⎯ Strategic Key Account Managers
⎯ Sales Managers
Further to this, less detailed Job Definitions (JDs) including the respective customer
centricity and sales support elements required from these 4 functions (‘The Essential 4’)
are provided. These are customer service and/or sales support disciplines where their JDs
further enable the correct structures to emerge from the workshop:
⎯ Technical or Non-Technical Support Professionals
⎯ SMEs (Subject Matter Experts) providing sales support
⎯ Managers of Sales Support Professionals
⎯ Executives Responsible for Revenue Generation
The above applies to Sales Transformation and/or Optimisation. The output is a
documented and agreed to ‘Sales Operating Plan’. However, for Service Transformation,
the output is a documented ‘Customer’ Service Policy Document’.
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2. PROCESS

The defined and appropriate framework of ‘Best Practice’ must be formalised for the
organisation. For Sales Transformation and/or Optimisation, investigations are conducted
with the Sales Head/Leader(s) and their management where the defined framework is then
formulated and incorporated in a customised ‘Sales Manager’s Handbook’, providing the
following outputs:
⎯ Agreed detailed Job Profiles (JPs) & associated high level KPA’s for the ‘Super 7’
1. Sales Consultants (Representatives)
2. Channel Sales Consultants
3. BDMs (Business Development Managers)
4. Account Managers
5. Channel Managers
6. Strategic Key Account Managers
7. Sales Managers
⎯ Agreed Job Descriptions (JDs) for the ‘Essential 4’
1. Technical or Non-Technical Support Professionals
2. SMEs (Subject Matter Experts) providing sales support
3. Managers of Sales Support Professionals
4. Executives Responsible for Revenue Generation
⎯ Agreed competencies required for each of the above ‘Super 7’ and ’Essential 4’
⎯ Agreed cadences required. A customised Score Card process and template needs
to be agreed with implementation timelines
⎯ Forecasting definitions and methodologies
⎯ Pipeline management definitions, probability %s, sanitisation methodologies and
reporting
⎯ Common reporting discipline and structure
⎯ Detailed processes and reports required – Sales Management ‘treed-up’ to ‘C’ Suite
⎯ Agreement on the tools and system to be used and/or implemented to support the
plan
⎯ Roles and responsibilities of the various stakeholders
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⎯ How will they execute and achieve their revenue generating objectives within each
stream?
⎯ How is each individual person involved in revenue generation measured, other than
just the revenue number required?
⎯ How are they supported, by whom?
The Sales Manager’s Handbook is customised and crafted to become the accepted
governance tool to implement the Processes needed to deliver against the Sales Operating
Plan. The output of the Process (phase 2) of Sales Transformation is the documented
‘Sales Managers Handbook’, typically followed by ½ day workshops conducted for all
Sales Managers and salespeople, informing and training them in the agreed sales pipeline
forecasting processes, reporting requirements and cadences.
In the case of Service Transformation, the ‘Process’ (phase 2) is incorporated in the
Planning Phase (phase 1) and included in the ‘Customer Service Policy Document’.
Similarly, the Customer Service Policy document becomes the governance tool to Plan and
implement the agreed Service Transformation Processes required to deliver against the
Customer Service Plan (i.e. the service plan as well as the service processes are both
incorporated in the single Customer Service Policy Document). The output of the combined
Planning and Process (i.e. phase 1&2) of Service Transformation is the documented
‘Customer Service Policy Document’.
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3. PEOPLE

Any Sales Strategy and Plan will not deliver the expected returns if not properly executed.
The key to execution is the development of the required Sales Culture, that drives the
behaviour of the team and a trained sales force. This is the process of training the People
in the ‘Best Practices’ of their respective disciplines, in order to deliver against the defined
‘Plans and Processes’.
Our Interventions and Consultancy Services combine both the ‘Hard Skills’ and ‘Soft Skills’
needed for each respective discipline to be effective. Within almost any discipline
effectiveness needs 2/3rds hard skills (best practice) and 1/3rd human interaction ‘soft
skills’ surrounding the required hard skills. “Soft Skills” is simply a term relating to a
collection of personality traits, positive attributes, social graces, communication abilities
and competencies that enhance an employee’s relationship and performance on the job
that lead to a ‘total fit’ to maximise effectiveness in their job.
Our interventions are designed arround this principle, focusing only on internalising and
integrating the 20% critical hard and soft skills that yield the 80% results within each
seperate disipline.
Schools are designed and customised for each discipline, to master the appropriate ‘world
best practices’ of each role critical to the delivery of ‘sales effectiveness’ and/or customer
service. The internalisation of these critical ‘discipline specific’ skills and competencies are
achieved using experiential exercises, customised role-play case studies, presentations
and organisation specific assignments, all of which are pass/fail interventions (i.e.
‘competent’ or ‘not yet ready’).
Immediate feedback is provided with the necessary ‘positive reinforcement’. 70% retention
is achieved via experiential learning vs 10% retention from normal classroom learning. This
said, 83% of what is learned (retained), generally falls into disuse if not reinforced within
30 days. To this end, full implementation interventions plus subsequent on-going
maintenance programmes are provided, ensuring that what’s been taught and internalised
remains in use and is sustained.
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WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?
It is important to note that the Stratham Bryce transformation process is not a training
program in the conventional sense. Stratham Bryce Schools are intense experiential
pass/fail (i.e. demonstrated ‘competence’ or ‘not yet ready’) interventions run by highly
experienced business people with the express objective to enhance and/or change
behaviour and achieve the desired effectiveness.
Traditional training courses teach via the use of trainers or digitalisation-based courses.
Stratham Bryce however has developed a blended training methodology unique to our
digitalization age (i.e. the 4th industrial revolution, currently evolving).
Stratham Bryce trainers and coaches, referred to as STLs (Sales Transformation Leaders),
are all seasoned professionals (Stratham Bryce Accredited) who have all been there;
having each held senior positions in major corporations typically at an executive ‘C’ level,
with first-hand experience of the issues at hand. These seasoned professionals take
delegates through an experiential intervention where the skills are internalised in a
relatively short space of time. The intense pass/fail (i.e. ‘competent’ vs ‘not yet ready’)
interventions facilitate a highly practical and effective change in behaviour, delivering
immediate results.
What is absolutely unique is that Stratham Bryce has developed and adopted a ‘world first’
digitalisation tool, used exclusively on our Schools, providing ‘Artificial Intelligence’. This
‘Stratham Bryce Competence Evaluator’ enables the School Advisors (managers from
within your organisation) plus our STLs, to identify precisely what each delegate (student)
is doing right and wrong in each activity being evaluated. The result is that the precise
positive and negative behaviours of the respective delegate is identified, giving the Advisor
and/or STL, for the 1st time, an in-depth insight into the specific behaviour demonstrated,
enabling them to coach the individual effectively, efficiently and with exacting precision, not
previously possible before the advent of an accessible ‘artificial intelligence’ enabler.
Stratham Bryce has harnessed digitalisation and created a unique blended training
solution, combining the experience of the Advisors and Stratham Bryce STLs with our
digitalisation evaluation system, to make the Stratham Bryce Schools unique and a world
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leader in our field. Whilst we draw upon our templates, agendas, and the benefit of
extensive material within our Stratham Bryce framework, each intervention is crafted
specifically for the client to address the specific issues at hand. Relevant Role Play Case
Studies are researched and crafted to address the critical issues happening on a day to
day basis in your specific organisation, centred around your specific products, services and
solutions.
Comparing Stratham Bryce Schools to conventional training is like comparing a Sunday
roast to whipped cream. Both provide nourishment but their difference is profound, which
is why Stratham Bryce places 50% of their fee at risk, paid, part paid or not paid at all,
at your sole discretion, based entirely on your perception of us having met your
expectations.
The overriding objective of this practice is simply to put our customer in control and to
provide a level of comfort that we will do whatever it takes to meet expectations. In sales
and customer service it is all about agreeing and meeting expectations. The facts are less
important. Perception is reality. We work hard at meeting expectations and therefore put
our customer in control of that. If the customer feels that we have not met the expectation,
then we will redo the intervention at our own cost and do whatever possible to meet the
expectation. If still not satisfied, or if the customer does not wish to redo the specific
intervention or School, then the customer has the right (at his/her sole discretion) to not
pay, or to part pay the last 50%. It is important to reemphasise that potential non-payment
is totally at the customer’s discretion. We believe that perception is reality and if we are not
paid that last 50% portion, then we will endeavour to understand why, in order to hone
ourselves and not let it happen again.

Delivering excellence is our primary focus.
Stratham Bryce Schools are intense programs where the professional is taught the ‘world
best practice’ for his /her respective discipline. They are placed into an emulated ‘real world’
environment to sufficiently develop the skills to achieve the minimum pass/fail standard
required.
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Ken Blanchard’s fundamental model for building winners has been adopted as the
backbone process behind these Schools, where delegates are first taught the best
practices (getting the buy-in), shown examples, allowed to ‘try’ through the experiential
learning elements and then given the most frank feedback that they will probably ever
receive, together with the necessary positive reinforcement to facilitate their accelerated
growth. Employees willing to grow, prosper during the Schools, whilst those not willing to
change are exposed and then either change or at the very least come into the spotlight
where the issue of ‘Resistance to Change’ (RTC) can be addressed and managed.
Schools condense 3 days into 2 or 1½ days into 1 (as a general ratio), providing a
stimulating, fast moving, accelerated learning experience. Schools are run for groups
ideally between 8 and 20 delegates, involving their Managers/Seniors as Advisors on the
respective School, thereby facilitating an effective implementation. Role-play case studies
will be adapted for your specific environment.
The Stratham Bryce Schools consists of a series of lecture workshops, followed by
extensive experiential learning exercises. It is generally accepted that retention resulting
from lecture type training is 10%, becoming 70% when coupled with practical exercises,
putting into practice what has been taught and thereby converting knowledge to skill. Whilst
the lecture materials presented are world class, we believe that the experiential exercises
bring about the internalisation needed to effect the change in behaviour needed. The
School is intense (pass / fail) and the standard is high, where the key strength lies in its
customisation. We do not teach how to sell widgets but instead customise and adapt the
School to address the products and services and nuances of your own industry.
The skills now developed immediately prepare the professionals for their leadership roles,
where they are equipped with the tools and best practices of their discipline. It is this unique
aspect, coupled with the digitalised ‘Stratham Bryce Evaluator’, blended with our
consultant’s extensive experience that makes the Schools unique and as effective as they
are.
The experiential learning element is intense and stressful for the delegates attending the
School. The case studies are specifically adapted for your School, geared around
situations that your professionals encounter on a day to day basis. The adaptation of the
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case studies and customisation is a once-off payment, thereafter reused free of charge on
any number of subsequent Schools of the same type that you may choose to run.

OPTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION & MAINTENANCE PLAN
People will only use the processes consistently when management consistently reviews
progress against such methodologies, processes and instruments. To this end, Stratham
Bryce offers and strongly recommends a (post-school) implementation program to ensure
that the implementation is effective, and that the organisation is indeed realising the
benefits of the training and development. On completion of the implementation, an optional
on-going maintenance program is recommended.
Both the Implementation as well as the on-going maintenance program consists of a series
of reviews, where the delegate receives written notification prior to the review (of what is
expected in that review), and management receive a written progress report after the
review, generated by the digitalised ‘Stratham Bryce’ Evaluator’ honing in to precisely what
the individual has mastered or not. The implementation of key instruments and processes,
plus their associated skills required within the respective discipline elected will be evaluated
and coached.
Our experience has shown that maintenance sessions prove to be an invaluable element
in ensuring that the implementation remains effective. Senior management often get caught
up in day-to-day customer issues and don’t realise that the process may be slipping.
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The offering is designed to pull the implementation back on track and ensures from an
outsider’s perspective that the right people are in the right jobs and doing the right things,
during the initial School, the implementation phase, and thereafter. Each implementation
and maintenance session is documented and progress is compared to the previous
session, with recommendations for the next period. In addition to the obvious benefits, we
view the Implementation & Maintenance Plan as a governance tool to ensure that the
process is effectively implemented, that the necessary benefit is indeed being achieved,
and ensuring that the team is not slipping back into old habits. Discrepancies are cleared
up, and refinements made during coaching sessions. The Maintenance and
Implementation Plan is a vital element to ensure that you achieve an effective
implementation of your investment, albeit optional and charged for separately.
The following is a summary of the 14 Schools offered:

1. The 5 Management Schools for ‘People Managers’:
Without leadership, nothing happens! These Schools address 5 separate management
disciplines for ‘people managers’ who need to achieve results through other people.
Like it or not, any manager who is responsible for generating, maintaining or even remotely
supporting revenue generation or customers, is involved in the sales effectiveness of the
organisation. Revenue generating managers have a sales management element (function)
to their job, irrespective of their designation and are required to achieve sales (revenue)
through other people. It is essential to get this right. 5 separate management/leadership
groups have been identified, each having their own appropriately focussed School or
Workshop designed to maximise their respective effectiveness in the quest of achieving
Sales Effectiveness and/or Customer Centricity
1.1 Executive Director’s Workshop
Duration: half a day
For Boards and Exco to understand and agree which decisions, behaviours and
actions, at an executive level, assist or inhibit Sales Effectiveness and/or Customer
Centricity. Myths and truths about what drives and demotivates salespeople and
what inhibits or kills sales, plus the executive’s personal role in significantly
assisting or inhibiting major sales cycles is explored, defined and agreed.
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Understanding the essential executive behaviours required to build and/or maintain
a Sales Effective Culture and/or Customer Service Culture will be the outcome of
this ½ day workshop
1.2 General Management School
Duration: 2 days
For divisional heads who manage ‘people managers’ across various disciplines, i.e.
they have Sales Managers, Sales Support Managers and/or Service Managers
reporting to them. These General Managers achieve results through these
managers who in turn get the results from their people
1.3 Sales Management School
Duration: 3 days
For people managers who need to achieve sales through other people who report
directly to them, including BDMs, Channel Mangers and Key Account Managers of
various levels and sales disciplines
1.4 Sales Support Management School
Duration: 2 days
For individuals providing various forms of expert sales support to the sales force
and/or similar people managers, managing Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). The
individuals (i.e. SMEs) reporting to the Sales Support Manager engage directly with
prospective customers actively supporting the sales force
1.5 Services Management School
Duration: 2 days
For all people managers building and/or maintaining a Customer Centric Service
Culture. It is important to understand that 69% of customers leave because they
feel that the person they are dealing with is indifferent to their needs. A customer
centric service culture is not a ‘nice to have’. It is essential for sustaining business
and it has to be constantly driven by management.
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This School is intended for those managers who manage staff performing a service
of whatever nature such as:
i.

technical installation/maintenance staff, directly interfacing with customers

ii.

any non-technical or non-sales functions such as delivery, administration,
finance etc. where these employees engage directly or indirectly with
customers and are required to deliver high levels of customer service to
their ‘internal’ or ‘external’ customers

2. The 7 Sales Related Schools / Workshops
Different Schools are offered for each type of sales discipline in both Direct Selling (selling
directly to the end user), or selling via 3rd party channels (i.e. marketing/selling to
distributers or 3rd party channels who sell on to end users – i.e. selling ‘through’, not selling
‘to’)
2.1 Solution Selling School - 101
Duration: 2 days
Sales 101 for salespeople needing to move away from pushing product & services
and to learn instead to ‘listen to understand’, rather than just ‘listening to respond’
and thereby provide effective solutions. ‘One on one’ solution selling as well as
Tele-solution sales options are available for selling either directly to end users or to
3rd party channels
2.2 Complex Solution Selling & Account Management School - 201
Duration: 3 days
Managing large Strategic Sales Opportunities where more than 1 person is involved
in the decision-making process. These large deals are often fraught with sensitive
‘corporate politics’. The School covers the critical elements of Business
Development and Account Management (i.e. both new and existing business).
Includes prospecting, the Complex Solution Sales Cycle, methodologies,
instruments, differentiation (USPs), proposal preparation, presentation & closing.
Also included is MAP (Mini Account Planning) for managing small to medium size
Key Accounts as if they were a marketplace, using tools, methodologies and
instruments to maximise account penetration and yield
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2.3 Channel Management School - 202
Duration: 3 days
Managing Channel Partners i.e. Agents, Dealers or 3rd Parties selling your
products, solutions and/or services. The focus is on selling via 3rd party entities,
maximising brand loyalty and producing high yield
2.4 Strategic Key Account Planning (S-KAP) Workshop
Duration: 1 day
Workshopping the 9 sections of the Strategic Key Account Plan including the BRAD
(Business Review & Development Plan) providing a ‘customer feedback workshop’
(i.e. of the plan). This methodology is adopted for very large Strategic Key Accounts
delivering massive yield, and encompasses a ‘Discovery Workshop’ teaching
Strategic Key Account Managers how to obtain the required information. It is
followed by implementation coaching plus the evaluation of their completed S-KAP
2.5 Strategic Key Account Management School - 301
Duration: 2 days
For all Strategic Key Account Managers who have already completed their S-KAP
(Strategic Key Account Management Plan) implementation as well as having
achieved a ‘competent’ rating for a successful S-KAP implementation. They now
use their completed S-KAP on this School to become proficient in all the critical
elements of Strategic Key Account Management. Strategic Key Accounts typically
account for 80% of a company’s revenue. It is therefore vital that strategic Key
Account Managers are well prepared for their very crucial role
2.6 SME (Subject Matter Expert) School
Duration: 2 days
The sales support SME (Subject Matter Expert) role is a generic description used
for all experts who provide expert sales support to front-line salespeople, referred
to here as SMEs. Their support in sales situations is vital, where they provide
consulting, advising, workshop facilitation, conducting POCs (proof of concepts),
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assisting in complex proposals etc. The typical roles (designations) often called
upon to provide such expert SME sales support are: product managers,
consultants, engineers, project managers, industry experts, installers,
implementors, trainers, finance professionals, practitioners and any number of
professionals in the organisation, who have specialist knowledge and provide
expert SME sales support to front line salespeople engaged in strategic sales
cycles. The School equips SMEs to engage with business people in ‘business
speak’, rather than technical jargon. To present their technical offerings to ‘C’ level
executives in a sales support role and engage with both business and technical
levels within customers, adjusting their engagement appropriate to the audience,
thus providing significant competitive advantage in sales situations
2.7 Financial Justification School - 302
Duration: 2 days
For professionals needing to master the skill of producing TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) or TCV (Total Cost of Value) time based financial models comparing
the NPVs (Net Present Values) of the various scenarios in question to justify and
demonstrate the financial worth of the respective solution being proposed.
Delegates are taught to ‘torture the numbers until they confess’, to prove (when
possible) that the more expensive option can be the least cost option over time. A
very powerful tool for top salespeople who have the smarts to develop financial
models plus have the desire and determination to succeed.
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3. The 2 Customer Service Schools
Two Schools are offered for the development of a ‘Customer Centric Service’ culture
amongst all the non-sales related staff of an organisation:
3.1 Customer Service School
Duration: 2 days
For staff with regular direct customer contact. Typically, technicians involved with
installations, implementations, ‘break-fix’ support or any other staff members having
direct customer interaction. This School is aimed at any non-sales related discipline
having regular direct contact with customers thereby directly affecting the ‘customer
experience’
3.2 Customer Orientation School
Duration: 1day
Back-office staff such as Human Capital, Finance, Admin etc. who have indirect
contact with customers and who need to understand the importance of looking after
the ‘internal customer’. The theme of the School is ‘If you’re not looking after a
customer, you better be looking after someone who is’
Different people learn in different ways. The efficiency of digitalised learning blended with
classroom workshops becomes input for our interactive sharing of ‘best practise’
experiences where our unique communication forum emerges, facilitating personal
contribution, growth and internalisation of critical skills.
Stratham Bryce interventions teach and then evaluate minimum competence levels
achieved by individuals, gaining momentum as the follow-on coaching and evaluation
programs unfold, resulting in their formal evaluation as either ’competent’ or ‘not yet ready’.
Added to this, formal & informal collaborative groups naturally emerge from these
interventions. Stratham Bryce branded interventions focus primarily on the ‘Hard Skills’ (as
well as encompassing elements of critical ‘Soft Skills’) required to achieve ‘Sales
Effectiveness & Customer Centricity’.
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4. New Product’ Schools:
As new products and/or services are announced, the sales force has to ‘get up to speed’
on how to sell them in the quickest and most effective way. Our ½ day ‘New
Product/Services’ Workshop offering achieves this.

WHAT IF I’VE ALREADY INVESTED IN A COMPETING METHODOLOGY?
Organisations who have previously invested in, and are committed to sales process
methodologies such as Holden, Miller Hymen or Target Account Selling, as examples, are
not excluded from Stratham Bryce. In such instances, the elements of our School that
compete with these processes (which constitute only a small part of the School) are
replaced by alternative modules from other Stratham Bryce offerings, or by refresher
modules (in your respective chosen methodology) run by appropriate professionals from
within your organisation in those open slots on the School. The price of the respective
School is obviously adjusted accordingly. We’re in the business of sales effectiveness and
making your chosen methodologies in which you’ve already invested in, work for you.
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4. PLATFORM

This is the final phase of the 4 ‘Ps’ of Transformation. For the above to work effectively, the
cadences and processes should be incorporated into a formal automated system. To
provide consistency and integrity in sales reporting from salesperson to Sales Management
to CEO/Board of Directors, it is important that there is a single point of truth. This single
point of truth is provided by your chosen Sales platform/system.
Stratham Bryce is frequently included in the ‘steering committees’ of implementation teams
to ensure an effective implementation of the selected ‘software platform’ to enable the
processes, instruments and management cadences required. We can recommend
preferred suppliers who have mastered our ‘Score Card’ implementation, able to link into
your current (or future) sales pipeline system to extract the data required to achieve the
effective Business Intelligent Score Cards. Effortless cadences enable consistent reviews,
which fuel accurate forecasting and effective reporting all the way up to Exco.
At a high level, consistent sales effectiveness is unlikely to be achieved without rigorously
implementing the basic principle of each Sales Manager consistently and regularly
reviewing the gap between each respective salesperson’s seasonalised target and their
respective YTD (year to date) position. Sanitising the pipeline covering their respective gap
and determining the shortfall of what still needs to be found, then coach and mitigate
appropriately as taught on the Sales Management School, is in essence what makes it all
work. Without this disciplined process of review, coaching and encouraging, consistent
sales success is seldom achieved.
Without an adequate platform, this cannot be achieved. The only way to get the discipline
for the above Sales Management cadence to become a regular event is for Exco to
regularly review the ‘treed-up’ data of sales gap and shortfall and holding the respective
stakeholders accountable (as defined in the Process phase). ‘People do what managers
measure. If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.’ The platform is the vital element
enabling this measurement and cadence ‘to and from’ Exco, through Management to 1st
level Sales Consultant, becoming the life-blood underpinning ‘consistent sales
measurement & effectiveness’.
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Sales & Service Effectiveness:
If it is only training that is required, then it is offered under the 3rd P of Transformation
(People). The same applies to any specific isolated element within the 4Ps of
Transformation that may be a ‘Burning Platform’ requirement at a specific point in time.
Often large multinational organisations already have the 1st and 2nd P’s (Planning &
Process) well defined, in-place and non-negotiable. Our offerings can be are tailor made
to our client’s specific requirements and unique circumstances.
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SALES & SALES
MANAGEMENT ACADEMY
On completion of (or instead of) Sales Transformation, an appropriate and fit for purpose
Sales & Sales Management Academy is customised and implemented for your
organisation where ‘Badges’ are defined for each mission critical discipline. Attached are
the Stratham Bryce set of 6 Badges that can be achieved by the individuals performing one
of these critical roles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sales Manager Badge
Strategic Key Account Manager Badge
Business Development / Account Manager Badge
Channel Manager Badge
Sales Consultant Badge
Subject Matter Expert Badge
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Level

STRATHAM BRYCE BEST PRACTICE SALES ROLES & BADGES
Represented by Level NOT reporting lines

5

Head of Sales
Sales Manager Badge
Sales Manager - Span of Control < 10 Direct Reports

4

Senior Channel Manager

Business Development / Account
Manager Badge

3

Business
Development
Manager

Channel Manager Badge

Account Managers

NEW BUSINESS
EXISTING ACCOUNTS
DIRECT
(Selling 'TO' End User Customer)

Channel Manager

INDIRECT
(Selling 'THROUGH' 3rd Parties)

Subject Matter Expert Badge

Strategic
Key Account
Manager

Pre-Sales SME (Subject Matter Experts)

Senior
Business
Development
Manager

Strategic
Key Account
Manager Badge

Sales Consultant Badge
2

1

Sales Consultant
F2F or Telesales

Channel Sales Consultant
F2F or Telesales

Trainee Sales Consultant
F2F or Telesales

Trainee Channel Sales Consultant
F2F or Telesales
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Each of the 6 primary disciplines have an associated badge that can be earned by
demonstrating competence in the various interventions required to earn the respective
badge, including the completion of critical soft skill courses, implementation of selected
instruments etc. thus demonstrating the achievement of the minimum standard of
competence required for the given discipline. These badges are crafted from Stratham
Bryce recommended frameworks and customised to the nuances of your organisation.
During the 3rd P (People) of a Sales Transformation initiative, the hard skills Schools are
the primary focus geared towards providing the quickest possible return on investment.
The Schools attended during this phase of Transformation, count towards the respective
badges offered by the Academy. Badges require that selected best practices and
instruments (taught on the Schools) be implemented, mastered and evaluated, plus the
add-on additional soft skills to maximise effectiveness in their job.
Transformation provides a ‘point in time’ initiative, followed immediately by the Sales and
Sales Management Academy, building a sustainable Sales Culture within your
organisation.
Excos should demand the achievement of badges from each individual performing a critical
role, as then best practice is forced to become a sustained way of life, with the significant
top line benefits that follow. Insisting on the achievement of ‘Badges’ intrenches a Sales
Culture.

‘Culture Eats Strategy for Breakfast’
Stratham Bryce implement, run and manage customised Academy’s for their client base.
Stratham Bryce Sales and/or Service Transformation Interventions followed-on with a
customised Academy, are our premier offerings. However, should any of our vast
interventions, elements or specific focused programs within these be required in isolation
to address a specific objective that a client may have, it can be tailored to meet such
specific unique requirements.
More details of our specific training offerings, services and interventions are further detailed
in the associated document entitled ‘SBI Products and Services’.
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SUMMARY
Stratham Bryce embraces experiential learning interventions to practically bring alive
critical ‘best practises’ (hard skills) essential to sustainable success. We are a blended
organisation ensuring that critical hard skills are internalised and provide selected soft skill
training through strategic partnerships. The importance of ‘soft skills’ are often
undervalued. Most companies assume that people know how to behave on the job and
how to ‘fit-in’ as well as how to be on time, take initiative and rank as a top performer. To
gain competitive edge, people must know how to handle themselves and how to relate to
customers, stakeholders, managers, employees and colleagues. Once the essential ‘hard
skills’ required for a specific job are in place, ‘soft skills’ training, leading to a total fit
becomes essential.
Once Transformation is achieved, the Stratham Bryce Academy incorporating the essential
hard skills, soft skills and implementation of key processes and instruments results in the
achievement of a Badge for each of the identified ‘mission critical’ roles, enabling the
following benefits:
⎯ Making existing and future sales teams the best that they can be, maximising
revenue generation and resulting in sustainable growth through an intrenched Sales
Culture
⎯ Reducing customer churn, maximising retention, protecting the existing and future
client base, securing increased cash-flow and growth
⎯ Making the respective organisation’s people more productive, doing more with less.
If 6% of an organisation’s people’s time is not spent on effective personal
development, they become depreciating assets and then more of them are needed
to accomplish the same
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Stratham Bryce
Partners for Consistent Sales Success
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